Reliable wet-chemical cleaning of natively oxidized high-efficiency Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cell absorbers J. Appl. Phys. 116, 233502 (2014) Co-optimization of the gallium and sulfur profiles in penternary Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 thin film solar cell and its impacts on device performance and variability are investigated in this work. An absorber formation method to modulate the gallium profiling under low sulfur-incorporation is disclosed, which solves the problem of Ga-segregation in selenization. Flatter Ga-profiles, which lack of experimental investigations to date, are explored and an optimal Ga-profile achieving 17.1% conversion efficiency on a 30 cm Â 30 cm sub-module without anti-reflection coating is presented. Flatter Ga-profile gives rise to the higher V oc Â J sc by improved bandgap matching to solar spectrum, which is hard to be achieved by the case of Ga-accumulation. However, voltage-induced carrier collection loss is found, as evident from the measured voltage-dependent photocurrent characteristics based on a small-signal circuit model. The simulation results reveal that the loss is attributed to the synergistic effect of the detrimental gallium and sulfur gradients, which can deteriorate the carrier collection especially in quasi-neutral region (QNR). Furthermore, the underlying physics is presented, and it provides a clear physical picture to the empirical trends of device performance, I-V characteristics, and voltage-dependent photocurrent, which cannot be explained by the standard solar circuit model. The parameter "F Ga " and front sulfur-gradient are found to play critical roles on the trade-off between space charge region (SCR) recombination and QNR carrier collection. The co-optimized gallium and sulfur gradients are investigated, and the corresponding process modification for further efficiency-enhancement is proposed. In addition, the performance impact of sulfur-gradient variation is studied, and a gallium design for suppressing the sulfur-induced variability is proposed. Device performances of varied Ga-profiles with front sulfur-gradients are simulated based on a compact device model. Finally, an exploratory path toward 20% high-efficiency Ga-profile with robustness against sulfur-induced performance variability is presented. Published by AIP Publishing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Chalcopyrite-based thin film solar cell has emerged as a promising candidate for photovoltaic applications due to its high conversion efficiency headroom, evident from the reported >21% efficiency lab-scale cells 1, 2 by co-evaporation. For large-scale industrial manufacturing, "sulfuration after selenization" (SAS) process of Cu-In-Ga metal precursor to form a penternary Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 (CIGSeS) absorber has been a preferred technology for its low cost, friendly production, and uniform deposition. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, there has been a considerable conversion efficiency gap between large-scale CIGSeS modules and lab-scale high-efficiency Cu(In , Ga)Se 2 (CIGS) cells, which needs to be eliminated for realizing the high-efficiency and cost-competitive thin-film photovoltaic.
A notch-shaped gallium profile to form "double-graded bandgap" has been known as an important prerequisite for achieving the record high-efficiency CIGS lab-cells. 1, 4, [8] [9] [10] [11] A double-graded bandgap profiling consists of wider bandgap regions near the p-n junction and back contact, which effectively reduces the recombination losses. In the case of selenization process, Ga element tends to segregate, and thus an increased Ga-concentration is resulted toward the Mo back contact. Consequently, the Ga-profile inherently produced by selenization is hard to form the front E g grading since it requires an increased Ga-concentration toward the pn junction. A sulfuration step afterward is used to form an increased S-concentration toward the absorber's surface and build the front E g grading with a wider bandgap region near the p-n junction. For penternary Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 absorbers, the conduction band minimum (CBM), valence band maximum (VBM), and bandgap (E g ) depend on both Ga/ (Ga þ In) and S/(Se þ S) ratios. 12, 13 As Ga/(Ga þ In) ratio increases, the E g of CIGSeS is enlarged by an increased CBM. As S/(Se þ S) ratio increases, the E g of CIGSeS is enlarged by both the increased CBM and decreased VBM. Therefore, "sulfuration after selenization" (SAS) process can produce a CIGSeS absorber with double-graded bandgap by controlling both of the gallium and sulfur profiling.
For the back E g grading of CIGSeS absorber, the increased CBM and E g toward the back contact can be designed by a Ga-grading in the sulfur-free Cu(In 1Àx Ga x )Se 2 region with tunable bandgaps of 1.04-1.68 eV. For the front E g grading, a wider E g region near the p-n junction can be a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: godlizzandyp@gmail.com designed by both of the Ga and S contents in Cu(In 1Àx Ga x ) (Se 1Ày S y ) 2 region with tunable bandgaps of 1.04-2.4 eV. The grading of CBM and VBM can also be adjusted by the Ga and S-gradients. Accordingly, the penternary CIGSeS absorber has higher tunability for bandgap engineering. Nevertheless, the design of composition gradients of CIGSeS cells is more complicated as compared with the lab-scale CIGS cells by co-evaporation. Very few physical studies on the optimal composition profile for penternary CIGSeS absorber are reported to date.
In practice, Ga-segregation toward the back of absorber during selenization process, which results in the inhomogeneity of films and low V oc , has been widely discussed. [14] [15] [16] [17] Such effect adversely limits the capability of bandgap engineering, and it is regarded as an efficiency limiting factor in CIGSeS technology. Some studies 4, 7, 18 found that the enhanced sulfuration degree is a factor in improving the gallium-diffusion toward the surface of absorber. Nevertheless, the gallium and sulfur profiles cannot be cooptimized through this approach. For enhancing galliumdiffusion, sulfuration degree should be substantially increased. However, an increased sulfuration may induce "over-sulfuration" effect 4, 7, 18 to cause parasitic resistance losses. The side-effect comes from the excessive sulfurincorporation, and it deteriorates the efficiency by reducing fill factor (FF). Therefore, low sulfur-incorporation is required for a high-efficiency CIGSeS absorber, and such requirement makes it more difficult to enhance the galliumdiffusion in SAS process.
To date, the lack of theoretical studies and process capability on Ga-profile modulation limits the efficiency improvement of SAS-fabricated CIGSeS solar cells from the optimal bandgap profiling. This deficiency is one of the main causes of the efficiency gap between large-scale CIGSeS modules and lab-scale CIGS cells. Besides, the lack of investigation in performance sensitivity to composition variation leaves an inadequate understanding for improving production yield. These deficiencies hinder the industrial take-off of chalcopyrite thin film photovoltaics. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the optimized Ga-profile in CIGSeS solar cells with low sulfur-incorporation and its impacts on performance and variability are very important for the production efficiency enhancement.
A state-of-the-art absorber formation technology has been reported by TSMC Solar demonstrating the previous record 15.7% and 16.5% total-area efficiency on 1.09 m 2 commercial-sized CIGSeS module. 19, 20 This technology provides a platform to modulate the gallium profile without the need of enhancing sulfuration degree, which avoids parasitic resistances losses by "over-sulfuration." Through this platform, experimental investigation of the optimal gallium profiling under low sulfur-incorporation can be realized on the penternary CIGSeS solar cells for the first time. In this work, the experiments of Ga-profile modulation under low sulfurincorporation are conducted and 17.1% conversion efficiency on a 30 cm Â 30 cm CIGSeS sub-module without anti-reflection coating (ARC) is achieved. Detailed film properties and related process knobs are disclosed. More importantly, understanding the physical mechanisms that lead to the improved efficiency can help universal performance and yield enhancement for a variety of CIGSeS formation technology. These samples were characterized by comprehensive material and electrical analysis. Besides, the underlying physics of experimental results is disclosed through analysis and Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) simulations. Co-optimization of the gallium and sulfur gradients is investigated, and the corresponding process modification for further efficiency improvement is proposed. Performance variability induced by the sulfurgradient is also studied. A detailed comparison of the simulation results with the measured device parameters shows that the established TCAD model can reproduce the experimental observations (g, V oc , J sc , FF, J-V, J ph (V), g c (V)). Based on the modeling, the device simulations of varied Ga and S-gradients were carried out for path-finding. Finally, a path toward 20% high-efficiency Ga-profile with robustness against sulfur-induced performance variability is presented. This study also pinpoints the importance of galliumengineering for the higher manufacturing yield of state-ofthe-art CIGSeS production lines.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS
In this work, the layer structure in CIGSeS thin film solar cells is Glass substrate/Mo(Back contact)/ CIGSeS(Absorber)/CdS(Buffer)/ZnO:B(Window). Each cell is monolithically interconnected via three scribing patterns (P1, P2, P3) to form a 30 cm Â 30 cm sub-module. A 350 nm molybdenum (Mo) thin film was deposited on the glass substrate by DC magnetron sputtering. For monolithic cell integration, a high-power laser was used to scribe the Mo layer and generate the P1 pattern. The P1 pattern defined the unit cell area by isolating each cell in Mo layer. CuGa/In metal alloy layers were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering. The deposited thin film layers form a 340 nm metal precursor with Ga/(Ga þ In) ffi 0.26 and Cu/(Ga þ In) ffi 0.90, measured by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectrometry. Then the precursors were placed in a quartz tube furnace for absorber formation process (chalcogenization). During the furnace process, 1.7 lm CIGSeS absorbers were formed by sequential selenization in H 2 Se gas, thermal annealing in N 2 gas, and sulfuration in H 2 S gas. Firstly, 70 Torr H 2 Se was filled into the furnace at room temperature, and the total pressure was further increased to 650 Torr by filling N 2 gas. When selenization was performed, the furnace temperature was ramped and held at 415 C for 180 min. At the end of the selenization step, the furnace was purged and filled with N 2 gas. For N 2 annealing process, the furnace temperature was further ramped and held at 540 C for 30 min (1Â) annealing time. Final sulfuration step was performed at 520 C for 25 min with the mixed gases of H 2 S (100 Torr)/N 2 (550 Torr). In this experiment, the CIGSeS absorbers with different gallium profiling were prepared by adjusting N 2 annealing process. 1Â/1.3Â/1.4Â/1.6Â/2Â annealing time was applied to samples A, B, C, D, and E for gallium profile modulation, while the other process conditions were kept the same for fair comparison. The average elemental compositions of these absorbers such as Cu/ (Ga þ In), Ga/(Ga þ In), and S/(Se þ S) were fixed. After the absorber formation process, a 15 nm CdS-based buffer was grown on the absorber layer by chemical bath deposition (CBD) method. The CdS-based buffer was formed by a chemical source of CdSO 4 , NH 4 OH, and thiourea dissolved in deionized (DI) water for 20 min. Subsequently, a P2 pattern on the buffer layer was generated by a mechanical scribing. The P2 pattern was used to interconnect each unit cell. Afterward, a 1.8 lm ZnO:B transparent conductive oxide was deposited on the buffer layer by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) method. Finally, the window layer was mechanically cut with a P3 pattern for cell isolation. To avoid overestimating the solar module's conversion efficiency in real-world applications, we did not deposit an anti-reflection coating layer on these modules. In these monolithic modules, the unit cells are connected in series. The single unit cell area was 13.725 cm 2 with 8% dead-zone region (active area ¼ 12.627 cm 2 ). To determine a representative composition profile of each sample, we check the composition variation measured by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer. In each sample, the elemental composition is measured at 25 different positions with 6 cm Â 6 cm spacing. The composition nonuniformity is calculated by the measured 25 data points. As shown in Table I , the composition non-uniformity of these modules is smaller than 1%. Such small variation corresponds to the well-controlled uniformity of the metal precursor deposition and the chalcogenization process.
The composition depth profile of CIGSeS absorber layer is measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)-energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) with sub-nm depth resolution and calibrated with total elemental composition measured by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectrometry. The specimens for cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy are mechanically thinned using a dimpler and milled using an Ar ion beam at a liquid N 2 temperature to minimize potential excessive heating and ion beam induced damage. The final thickness of the specimens is approximately 500 Å . TEM analysis is performed using an FEI Tecnai G2 F-20 electron microscope operated at 200 kV. The energydispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scans of the samples are recorded using scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) mode. For the quantitative compositional analysis, the spot size for STEM mode is about 0.2 nm. Sample drift is minimized by comparing the STEM image before and after recording the EDS line scan. The system detection error bar is estimated to be 62%. Because of the uniform composition distribution, we take the EDS line scan of the center region of the sample as the representative depth profile.
The composition depth profiles of Ga/(Ga þ In) and S/ (Se þ S) measured by STEM-EDS are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The atomic ratio of Ga/(Ga þ In), known as "GGI," is a critical parameter determining the band gap (E g ) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) of CIGSeS material. 12, 13 Higher GGI in the junction region can lead to the higher bandgap and V oc . For the selenized Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 or Cu(In , Ga)(Se , S) 2 films, Ga-accumulation near the Mo-side has been regard as a fundamental problem to limit the V oc . [14] [15] [16] [17] In this work, the modulation of Ga-gradients is demonstrated by adjusting N 2 annealing process. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , gallium profile becomes flatter from sample A to sample E. This shows that longer thermal treatment in nitrogen gas environment can enhance the interdiffusion of Ga and In atoms in the selenized films that has Ga-accumulation problem. Such controllable diffusion property of Ga/In atoms in chalcopyrite structure allows us to optimize the gallium profiling for higher V oc . TABLE I. The composition non-uniformity of samples A, B, C, D, and E measured by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer. In all of these samples, the averaged Cu/(Ga þ In) ratio is 0.90 with uniform depth-distribution, and the averaged Ga/(Ga þ In) ratio is 0.26 with different front-to-back Ga ratios. The averaged composition ratios are measured by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectrometry. In all of these samples, the averaged Cu/(Ga þ In) ratio is 0.90 with uniform depth-distribution, and the averaged Ga/(Ga þ In) ratio is 0.26 with different front-to-back Ga ratios. The averaged composition ratios are measured by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectrometry. Fig. 2 shows the cross section of these absorbers by scanning electron microscope (SEM). In sample A, a large number of small grains form at the bottom side that has higher Ga-concentration, GGI ratio ffi 0.5. Lundberg et al. 21 observed the higher Ga-concentration in co-evaporated CIGS films results in smaller grains, which is irrelevant to the sequence of Ga/In layer stacks during chalcogenization. In this work, similar experimental results can be observed in selenized CIGSeS absorbers. From sample A to sample E, the grains in the bottom region become larger with a decreased backside Ga-concentration, which can be adjusted by the N 2 annealing step. This result also shows the recrystallization of chalcopyrite structure during the Ga-In interdiffusion process. In addition, the more homogeneous gallium profiling corresponds to the improved homogeneity of film structures (Fig. 2) .
The atomic ratio of S/(Se þ S) can affect the E g , CBM, and VBM of CIGSeS material. 12, 13 As shown in Fig. 1 (b), these samples have comparable sulfur-concentration as indicated by the integral of S/(Se þ S) profile, but the gradients are different. As the gallium profile is flatter, the surface S/(Se þ S) ratio increases, and the penetration depth decreases. According to the published thermodynamic data, 22 the formation of Ga 2 S is thermodynamically preferred over the formation of In 2 S during sulfuration process. It provides a qualitative insight into this experimental observation. The flatter gallium profile has higher GGI ratio near the front side and lower GGI ratio near the backside, which can force more sulfur remaining at the surface due to the preferable reaction of Ga-S rather than In-S. Accordingly, the higher surface Ga-concentration and more homogeneous gallium profile in sample E lead to the relatively higher surface S/(Se þ S) ratio and a shallower penetration depth. This finding reveals the thermodynamic interaction between sulfur and gallium distribution, which should be considered in the process tuning.
For quantitative analysis, Ga/(Ga þ In) and S/(Se þ S) depth profile are described by the specific parameters. Parameter "Ga f " is defined as the front or surface Ga/ (Ga þ In) ratio at the absorber/buffer interface, while "Ga b " is defined as the back or bottom Ga/(Ga þ In) ratio at the absorber/back contact. The parameter "F Ga ," which represents "front-to-back Ga ratio" or "surface-to-bottom Ga ratio," is defined as Ga f /Ga b to describe the flatness of GGI depth profile. Therefore, a gallium depth profile in the absorber layer can be described by an "F Ga " and an averaged GGI ratio "GGI avg ." In this work, GGI avg of these samples is fixed at 0.26, and the "F Ga " parameters for samples A, B, C, D, and E are 0%, 20%, 30%, 50%, and 90%, respectively. The sulfur profile can be described by a surface S/(Se þ S) ratio "SS" and a normalized penetration depth "D P ." The corresponding parameters for samples A, B, C, D, and E are listed in Table  II . As mentioned above, sample E has relatively higher surface S/(Se þ S) ¼ 29.5% and shallower penetration depth D P ¼ 11% than other samples. These quantitative indices show that our absorber formation method can produce a wide range of gallium-gradients (F Ga ¼ 0%-90%) under a fixed sulfur-incorporation. The interaction between gallium and sulfur gradients during the absorber formation process is also observed.
The minority carrier lifetime "s n " of CIGSeS absorber is determined by Time-Resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL). For measuring the carrier lifetime of the bare absorber, the CdS and ZnO:B layers are removed by diluted HNO 3 . For TRPL, the detection wavelength is set to the photoluminescence (PL) maximum, and a near infrared fluorescence lifetime spectrometer with 532 nm laser is used to measure the PL decay curve. Due to the high absorption coefficient ($10 5 cm
À1
) of chalcopyrite materials, incident photons can be completely absorbed by the front 400 nm-thick CIGSeS absorber. Therefore, the extracted carrier lifetime by TRPL is determined by the recombination process in the front absorber, and it can be affected by the physical properties that vary with composition grading such as bandgap, defects, carrier density, etc. From sample A to sample E, the increased Ga/(Ga þ In) and S/(Se þ S) near the absorber's surface can contribute to higher E g , and hence a higher carrier lifetime is expected. Nonetheless, the extracted carrier lifetime from all of these samples is limited to be around 10 ns (Table II) . The limited carrier lifetime is attributed to the degradation of CIGSeS films, which has been observed in our fabrication environment. The degradation of the bare absorber has also been observed and reported by several groups. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) reported that the carrier lifetime degrades fast as the bare absorber is exposed to the non-vacuum environment. 23 The degradation of carrier lifetime corresponds to the increased carrier recombination by the formation of defects. In this work, the time period between SAS and CBD processes that we can control is around 5 hours. Therefore, the prepared CIGSeS samples were degraded by the air-exposure. Because of the increased recombination, the measured carrier lifetime of these samples was limited to be around 10 ns. A method that has been known to avoid the degradation is to deposit the CdS layer as soon as the absorber is removed from the vacuum chamber. After CdS deposition, samples are stable in air for months. Therefore, the time control between SAS and CBD processes is an approach for further efficiency-improvement. More importantly, NREL demonstrated that once the degraded absorbers are made into complete devices, the device performance is strongly correlated to the measured TRPL lifetime of degraded films. 23 The study supports that the measured TRPL lifetime in this work is physically meaningful and can be factored in the analysis of device performance.
Glancing incident angle X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) is also used to analyze the bare CIGSeS absorber. In GIXRD analysis, a 0. 5 incident angle is set to analyze the surface region of the absorbers. As shown in Fig. 3 , the shift of (112) peak position toward the higher 2theta angle "2H" from sample A to sample E corresponds to an increased F Ga . Quantum efficiency (QE) of complete device is measured as shown in Fig Table II .
Notably, the comparable R s and R sh in these samples indicate that the flatter Ga-profiles produced by this work do not induce "over-sulfuration" effect, which can cause severe parasitic losses. Due to the separate engineering of gallium and sulfur profiles in the absorber formation platform, no excessive sulfur-incorporation is needed to enhance the gallium-diffusion. This distinguishing property allows us to investigate the effect of Ga-profile modulation and its intrinsic impact on device performance, which lacks the experimental investigation for penternary Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 photovoltaics.
From sample A to sample E, the flatter Ga-profile, i.e., an increased F Ga , means higher Ga-concentration in the front of the absorber layer. In CIGSeS absorbers, the higher Ga- incorporation can lead to the improved bandgap. As shown in Fig. 4 , an increased F Ga (0%-90%) enlarges the absorber's minimum bandgap (E g, min ) from 1.03 eV to 1.12 eV. Such high E g,min is demonstrated under the constraint of low GGI avg (26%) and SS (30%). In addition, the bandgap of the regions near p-n junction is improved, as evidenced by the increased peak position (26.85 to 27.13 ) of (112) chalcopyrite phase in GIXRD analysis. Remarkably, sample E with F Ga ¼ 90% shows a second peak position of 27.75 (Fig. 3 ). Such high peak position reveals the phase formation of Garich Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 . These two peaks in GIXRD indicate the phase separation of CIGSeS, which can form structure defects. The induced defects near the junction may cause severe recombination loss. On the other hand, Ga-rich CIGSeS phase can enlarge the bandgap near the junction, which can reduce carrier recombination. For the formation of Ga-rich CIGSeS, the combination of these two induced effects determines its impact on device performance. Among these samples, sample E shows the best V oc , A, and J 0 (Table  II and highest. These performance results show that the carrier recombination is dominated by the enlarged bandgap rather than the induced defects. Therefore, the effect of an enlarged bandgap is more pronounced than the effect of the phase separation induced defects. Overall, these results reflect effective Ga-incorporation during the absorber formation, and thus it builds a strong correlation between the parameter F Ga , (112) peak position (2H), and bandgap shift (E g ) (Table II) . This correlation shows that the thermal budget of N 2 annealing step is an effective process knob for bandgap tuning.
For a chalcopyrite-based solar cell, there are three possible carrier recombination paths: (1) space charge region (SCR) recombination, (2) quasi-neutral region (QNR) recombination, and (3) absorber/buffer interface recombination. These paths contribute to the total recombination current under forward bias. Increased F Ga can improve the bandgap near the junction, and thus it reduces the recombination loss in space charge region (SCR). On the other hand, increased F Ga causes more recombination losses in quasineutral region (QNR) due to the narrowed bandgap and the reduced back electric field. Based on the measured results, the significant reduction in saturation current J 0 with increased F Ga (Table II) indicates that the dominant recombination path in these devices takes place in SCR rather than QNR. From the viewpoint of conduction band offset (CBO), more gallium at the absorber's surface can increase the CBM and change spike-like CBO to cliff-like CBO, which blocks electron transportation across the buffer/absorber interface to trigger strong interface recombination. By calculating the CBO followed by Refs. 12 and 13, the conduction band of these samples with surface S/(Se þ S) ratio ¼ 0.2-0.3 and Ga/(Ga þ In) ratio ¼ 0-0.25 is spike-like rather than clifflike junction. By measurement, the continuous J 0 reduction with increased F Ga also supports the fact that no significant interface recombination is activated by a cliff-like junction. Accordingly, saturation current of these devices is most likely dominated by SCR recombination. Besides, the decreased ideal factor toward A ¼ 1 indicates that the dominant recombination path shifts toward QNR as F Ga increases.
The experimental results ( Fig. 6(a) ) show that the flatter Ga-profiles (F Ga > 0) are beneficial to conversion efficiency, as compared with the accumulated Ga-profiles (F Ga ¼ 0). It is remarkable that 17.1% conversion efficiency with V oc ¼ 668 mV, J sc ¼ 34.9 mA/cm 2 , and FF ¼ 73.6% is achieved on a 30 cm Â 30 cm sub-module without antireflection coating (ARC). This significant gain highlights the efficiency headroom from Ga-diffusion enhancement in CIGSeS technology, which has not been reported to date. Fig. 6 shows the trend of performance parameters with varied F Ga . From sample A to sample E, the short circuit current J sc ( Fig. 6(d) ) is decreased from 36.5 to 33.8 mA/cm 2 . The observed trend is attributed to the long-wavelength absorption loss as a consequence of wider optical bandgap (E g, min ) by increased F Ga , which is confirmed by the blueshift of QE response edge (Fig. 4) . Based on the above analysis, saturation current in these devices is mainly affected by SCR recombination, which can be modulated by the bandgap in the front absorber region . Therefore, the modulation of F Ga is critical for the saturation current reduction. With increased F Ga (0%-90%), wider bandgap in SCR can lead to significant J 0 reduction by two orders of magnitude from 1.7 Â 10 À6 to 4.9 Â 10 À8 mA/cm 2 , which is responsible for the improved open circuit voltage V oc from 587 to 686 mV (Fig. 6(c) ). Overall, the V oc Â J sc product increases with increasing F Ga because the V oc improvement by reduced carrier recombination is larger than the J sc loss by less optical absorption. In conclusion, from the accumulated Ga-profiles (F Ga ¼ 0) to the flatter Ga-profiles (F Ga > 0), the match between bandgap profiling and solar spectrum gives rise to considerable V oc Â J sc improvement.
Increased conversion efficiency by increased F Ga is expected due to the significant V oc Â J sc improvement. Surprisingly, the efficiency does not follow such trend and peaks at F Ga ¼ 50% (sample D) instead. As shown in Fig.  6(b) , the optimal F Ga for the maximum efficiency is determined prominently by the trend of fill factor (FF). In general, FF can be described by the standard solar circuit model 25 which can be expressed in terms of V oc , ideal factor A, and parasitic resistances. Accordingly, the increased V oc /A from sample A to sample E as shown in Fig. 6 (c) should lead to an increased FF. However, sample E shows a deterioration on FF and conversion efficiency, which cannot be explained by the standard model. Although flatter Ga-profile (F Ga > 0) shows a good prospect for V oc Â J sc improvement, efficiency loss may result from the deteriorated FF. To understand the above empirical results, we perform a comprehensive analysis in Sections III, IV, and V.
III. VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT PHOTOCURRENT MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
Based on measured J-V characteristics (Fig. 5(a) ), the deteriorated FF on sample E corresponds to the increased slope of dJ/dV in illuminated J-V curve. Nevertheless, the distortion cannot be interpreted by leakage shunting paths in the device, which shows high shunt resistance ($1550 X cm 2 ) in the dark J-V curve. The distortion reveals the failure of superposition principle 26 that assumed the illuminated J-V curve of a junction should be the same as the dark J-V curve, only shifted downwards by a constant photocurrent. Some studies [27] [28] [29] [30] proposed voltage-dependent photocurrent to interpret such failure of superposition. To quantitatively confirm this model in our experiment, accurate measurement of voltage-dependent photocurrent J ph (V) is performed based on a small-signal circuit model incorporated with voltagedependent photocurrent characteristics. The corresponding small-signal model under AC light source is shown in Fig.  7(a) . When an AC light source is applied to a solar cell, it produces a small signal photocurrent which acts as an AC current source j ph (V 0 ). The induced small change in voltage/ current is considered as a small perturbation at fixed DC bias point. With the small perturbation, the diode acts as a "small-signal resistance r d ." Using the Shockley equation I ¼ I 0 Â exp(qV/AV T À 1), the small-signal resistance r d can be derived by (dI/dV) À1 at fixed DC bias point and expressed as r d ¼ AV T /(I þ I 0 ). In this expression, A is diode's ideal factor, V T is thermal voltage, I is the diode DC output current, and I 0 is the diode saturation current. Parasitic resistances (R s and R sh ) are also considered in the smallsignal circuit model. Using Kirchhoff's law, the small-signal output current j(V) at applied DC voltage-bias V is derived
where j ph (V 0 ) is the small-signal photocurrent at DC voltagebias V 0 that represents the voltage drop across the p-n junction. R s is the series resistance, R sh is the shunt resistance, and r d is the small-signal diode resistance. The DC voltagebias V 0 across p-n junction is determined by V 0 ¼ V À IR s , where V is the applied DC voltage bias at terminals, and I is the DC output current. Based on the small-signal model, voltage-dependent photocurrent J ph (V) can be measured by an AC monochromatic light source, an I-V converter, a lockin amplifier system, and a DC voltage-bias system. For J ph (V) measurement, devices are placed on a temperaturecontrolled plate at 25
C. An AC monochromatic light source is used to excite photo-generated carriers with a frequency of 100 Hz. The small-signal photocurrent j ph (V 0 ) generated by these photo-carriers flows from the p-n junction to the terminals and forms a small-signal output current signal. The small-signal output current j(V) is measured over an I-V converter and followed by a lock-in amplifier system for better AC signal accuracy. The j(V) under varied light wavelength illumination is measured and then weighted with AM1.5G solar spectrum to obtain the photocurrent J ph under STC.
Here varied DC voltage-biases are applied on samples A, C, and E to measure the voltage-dependent photocurrent J ph (V) as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The ratios of R s /R sh in these samples are below 10 À3 and thus can be neglected in Equation (1) . At the applied DC voltage-bias V < 400 mV, R s /r d (<10
À2
) can be neglected due to large small-signal diode resistance r d . In addition, the DC voltage-bias V 0 across p-n junction is close to V due to the negligible DC output current at dark and small DC bias. Therefore, measured photocurrent J ph (V) at terminals is close to the actual photocurrent generated from the p-n junction, j(V) ffi j ph (V 0 ). As shown in Fig. 7(b) , measured J ph (V) curves match the illuminated J-V curves with distortions in the bias range <400 mV and thus confirm the voltage-dependent photocurrent characteristics of these samples. As DC voltage-bias V exceeds 400 mV, the exponential growth of diode dark current significantly decreases the small-signal resistance r d . As a result, the non-negligible term R s /r d causes severe decay of the measured photo-current j(V) according to Equation (1) . At DC voltage-bias V > 400 mV, small-signal diode resistance r d is less than 100 X and the term R s /r d becomes nonnegligible (>10 À2 ). Consequently, the measured J ph (V) curves drop exponentially and converge as the applied DC voltage-bias V increases. Based on the measured data, the loss of J ph (V) increases from sample A to sample E and matches the distortion of light J-V curves. Therefore, we can conclude that stronger voltage-dependence on photocurrent drives the FF drop. For further investigation on the J ph (V) loss, the ratio of quantum efficiency response at voltage bias ¼ 400 mV over the response at 0 V is measured as shown in Fig. 8 . The measured ratio represents voltageinduced difference on the QE response. Sample E shows reduced QE response under forward bias as indicated by the measured ratio 1, and the ratio is lower at longwavelengths. This indicates that the J ph (V) loss may correlate to the voltage-induced carrier collection loss, especially for carriers generated by long-wavelength photons.
IV. TCAD MODELING
Several models of voltage-dependent photocurrent have been reported based on non-graded bandgap structure. QE(400 mV) and QE(0 mV) represent measured quantum efficiency at voltage bias ¼ 400 mV and 0 mV, respectively. Sample E shows the reduced ratio of QE(400 mV)/QE(0 mV), especially at long wavelengths.
In the complicated Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 thin film solar cell, drift and diffusion carrier transportations in both SCR and QNR should be considered with graded bandgap structure. To solve this issue and to provide a clear physical picture, Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) simulation is used for compact device modeling by solving coupled device equations of optical, electrostatic, and continuity.
Material parameters of penternary Cu(In 1Àx Ga x ) (Se 1Ày S y ) 2 compounds are determined by interpolation between the four quaternary side materials (CuIn(Se 1Ày S y ) 2 , CuGa(Se 1Ày S y ) 2 , Cu(In 1Àx Ga x )Se 2 , and Cu(In 1Àx Ga x )S 2 ) based on an interpolation scheme method. 43, 44 Material parameters of this penternary compound as function of Ga/(Ga þ In) and S/ (Se þ S) ratios can be expressed as below
where P(x, y) represents material parameters of Cu(In 1Àx Ga x )(Se 1Ày S y ) 2 compound, x is the ratio of Ga/(Ga þ In), and y is the ratio of S/(Se þ S). In this simulation, the bandgap (E g ), conduction band minimum (CBM), valence band maximum (VBM), and optical n, k are interpolated based on the specific Ga/(Ga þ In) and S/(Se þ S) ratios, while the other parameters remain constant. To determine the bandgap with varied composition, an empirical equation in Ref. 45 can be used. Here, the four quaternary materials are constructed by the ternary corner materials (CuInSe 2 , CuGaSe 2 , CuInS 2 , and CuGaS 2 ) with zero bowing factors based on experiments. 46 The bandgap and band offset of these four ternary corner materials are based on firstprinciple calculations. 12, 13 The bandgaps of Cu(In,Ga) (Se,S) 2 absorber with varied Ga/(Ga þ In) and S/(Se þ S) ratios used in this simulation are shown in Fig. 9 . The optical parameters (n, k values) are extracted from measurement data, 47, 48 and the absorption edges are shifted with varied optical bandgaps. Carrier lifetime of the CIGSeS absorbers is set to 10 ns based on TRPL measurements (Table II) CIGSeS device structure with different Ga and S profiles in samples A, B, C, D, and E as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are modeled with the corresponding material parameters mentioned above. The parasitic resistances R s and R sh coupled in simulations are set to 0.9 and 1500 X cm 2 /cell, respectively, which are the average of extracted resistances as shown in Table II . For optical absorption simulation, transfer matrix method (TMM) is used. By this method, reflection, absorption, and transmission spectra of multilayer stacks are obtained by multiplication of thin film layer matrices. This yields an overall transfer matrix for all wavelengths of interest. For J-V characteristics simulations, optical generation profiles under AM1.5G solar spectrum are calculated by transfer matrix method (TMM), and the following electrical simulation is responsible for solving coupled Poisson and continuity equations at varied voltage biases. Recombination models (Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), Auger, Radiative, and surface recombination) are also incorporated. The respective performance parameters are derived from the simulated J-V characteristics.
To analyze voltage-dependent photocurrent characteristics, voltage-dependent carrier collection efficiency g c (V) is defined according to J ph (V) ¼ J sc g c (V). Carrier collection efficiency is referred to as the probability that a photo-generated carrier inside the device is collected at terminal contacts. The voltage-dependent carrier collection efficiency g c (V) represents the voltage-induced difference in carrier collection efficiency with a specific carrier generation profile. g c (V) can be estimated from the difference between J-V characteristics with differing illumination according to Ref. 30 
D generated carriers where J sc,I1 (V) and J sc,I2 (V) represent the short-circuit current under differing illumination, and J I1 (V) and J I2 (V) represent the J-V characteristics under differing illumination. Localized voltage-dependent carrier collection efficiency g c (x,V) is defined as voltage-dependent carrier collection efficiency at a given location x with a carrier generation G(x). Here g c (x,V) profile is simulated by artificially creating additional carrier generation DG(x) at a location x and calculating the output current difference according to Equation (3) . The integral of g c (x,V) profile and optical generation profile G(x) under AM1.5G illumination is equal to g c (V) of the whole device. In g c (V) and g c (x,V) simulations, series resistances are set to zero to make the output voltage (V) equal to the voltage-bias across junction (V 0 ). This equality allows us to simulate actual collection efficiency, especially at high voltage bias. 30 
V. DISCUSSIONS
Simulated J-V characteristics in dark and under AM1.5G spectrum are shown in Fig. 5(b) . The simulated and measured J-V curves with distortions are in good agreement. In addition, the simulated device parameters (g, V oc , FF, and J sc ) are well-matched to the measurements in Figs. 6(a)-6(d). The matching indicates that the device performance is indeed dominated by the bandgap profiling (Ga and S profiles) in different samples (Fig. 1) rather than other material properties, such as defects, carrier lifetime, mobility, etc. To further understand the influences of composition grading (F Ga and sulfur-gradient) on device characteristics, the relationship between E g , CBM, VBM, and composition grading is studied. In CIGSeS absorbers, increased F Ga can result in the increased E g and CBM in the front of the absorber, the decreased E g and CBM in the back of absorber, as well as the decreased conduction band grading. The increased front sulfur-gradient can enlarge the E g near the surface of absorber by decreased VBM and increased CBM, as well as the grading of the front energy barrier. As a result, the evolution of E g profiling from sample A to sample E leads to wider E g near the p-n junction, reduced back E g grading, and enlarged front energy barrier. The corresponding device characteristics are discussed as below.
A. Origin of voltage-dependent carrier collection
In this work, the voltage-dependence on carrier collection was observed and confirmed by the J ph (V) measurement (Fig. 7(b) ). Fig. 10(a) shows the simulated voltagedependent collection efficiency g c (V) curves which are in good agreement with the measured J ph (V) characteristics. Simulation reveals that the change of composition grading from sample A to sample E degrades the carrier collection under a forward bias. Moreover, the difference in collection efficiency among these samples becomes larger as voltagebias increases. The collection efficiency at the maximum power point g c (V mpp ) is simulated as shown in Fig. 10(b) . From sample A to sample D, g c (V mpp ) decreases linearly with increasing F Ga . For sample E, the further increased F Ga and sulfur gradient cause a severe g c (V mpp ) drop.
To further study the g c (V mpp ) loss, the localized collection efficiency profiles g c (x,V mpp ) are simulated for varied F Ga with two kinds of sulfur-gradients, S L and S U . Here S L represents the sulfur profile of sample A, which is the lower bound of measured sulfur-gradients. S U represents the sulfur profile of sample E, which is the upper bound of measured sulfur-gradients. As shown in Figs. 10(c) and 10(d) , the simulated results reveal that the g c (V mpp ) loss mainly comes from the deteriorated collection efficiency in QNR. An increased F Ga can degrade the collection efficiency because the lower Ga-gradient reduces the CBM grading which can Simulated collection efficiency at the maximum power point g c (V mpp ) vs. F Ga with S U and S L sulfur-gradients. S L represents the sulfur profile of sample A, which is the lower bound of measured sulfur-gradients. S U represents the sulfur profile of sample E, which is the upper bound of measured sulfurgradients. At the maximum power point, the localized collection efficiency g c (x, V mpp ) profiles with two kinds of sulfur-gradients (S U and S L ) are simulated as shown in (c) and (d).
force the collection of photo-generated electrons. The degradation of carrier collection is more severe in QNR due to the lack of p-n junction field. By comparing Figs. 10(c) and 10(d), it appears that the increased sulfur-gradient from S L to S U also degrades the collection efficiency, especially in QNR. Furthermore, the synergistic effect is found that the g c (V mpp ) loss by increased sulfur-gradient is more severe as F Ga increases, as shown in Fig. 10(b) . Based on the simulated results, the loss of localized collection efficiency is analyzed quantitatively. From sample A to sample E, it is found that an increased F Ga (from 0% to 90%) reduces the collection efficiency from 98% to 90% in QNR (Fig. 10(c) ). Additionally, the higher sulfur-gradient on sample E further degrades the collection efficiency to 55% in QNR (Fig.  10(d) ), which is attributed to the blocked electron collection by the higher energy barrier. For sample E, the synergistic effect of increased F Ga and sulfur-gradient incurs a large g c (V mpp ) drop ( Fig. 10(b) ). Based on the above study, we can conclude that the change of composition grading from sample A to sample E, which leads to the reduced CBM grading and enlarged front energy barrier, is detrimental to the photo-generated carrier collection especially in QNR. We also can understand the decreased long-wavelength quantum efficiency from sample A to sample E (Fig. 4) is resulted from the poor collection of photo-generated electrons in QNR. Moreover, the simulated results corroborate the correlation between the J ph (V) distortion and forwardbias induced carrier collection loss in QNR. The loss of localized carrier collection efficiency mainly occurs in QNR which lacks p-n junction field. As the voltage-bias increases, the wider QNR causes more collection losses in solar cell. Therefore, worse J ph (V) distortion is observed at large forward-bias (Figs. 7 and 10(a) ). In addition, the composition grading significantly affects the carrier collection in QNR, and thus it dominates the photo-generated current at large voltage-bias. This explains that the J ph (V) difference among these samples becomes larger as voltage-bias increases. Overall, the voltage-dependent photocurrent characteristics observed in this work are dominated by the carrier collection in QNR, which is affected by the parameter F Ga and front sulfur-gradient.
B. Interpreting the empirical trend of FF
In literature, voltage-dependence on carrier collection has been reported to modify the ideal FF, 51 and the modified FF is dependent on V oc , A, and g c (V mpp ).
where V T is the thermal voltage that depends on the absolute temperature. The value of V T is 26 mV at 300 K. The modified expression of FF shows positive dependence on both of the g c (V mpp ) and V oc /A factors. These two factors play critical roles in determining the empirical trend of FF. In addition to the g c (V mpp ) that has been discussed in Section V A, the empirical trend of V oc /A is discussed here. In Fig. 6(c) , the measured data show an increase of V oc /A from sample A to sample E. Furthermore, the influence of composition grading on V oc /A is analyzed. In simulation, it reveals that an increased F Ga can reduce SCR recombination rate and improve the V oc , which is due to the enlarged bandgap in the front of the absorber. In addition, an increased F Ga can decrease the CBM grading and result in the weaker back electric field. Under a forward bias, the weaker electric field reduces the blocking of electron injection into QNR. Consequently, the increased F Ga leads to the reduced ratio of the integrated recombination rate in SCR over that in QNR, which results in a decreased ideal factor toward A ¼ 1. By the same token, Orgis et al. 52 found that a shift towards the dominance of SCR recombination can be created by a longer gradient length of back E g grading. These findings point out that an increased back grading of CBM gives rise to an increased diode ideal factor and vice versa. Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that an increased F Ga can lead to an improved V oc /A by reducing SCR recombination and shifting the recombination center toward QNR. Similarly, an increased sulfur-gradient also can enlarge the surface E g and improve the V oc /A. Therefore, the evolution of bandgap profiling from sample A to sample E, which leads to the wider E g and lower gradient of CBM, is beneficial for improving the V oc /A.
The influence of composition grading on g c (V mpp ) and V oc /A has been studied in Sections V A and V B. By applying the above learning, the empirical trend of FF can therefore be interpreted. From sample A to sample D, the increased F Ga significantly enlarges the bandgap in SCR and reduces the back grading of CBM. These changes lead to the reduced SCR recombination and the shift of recombination center toward QNR, which result in an increased V oc /A (Fig.  6(c) ). On the other hand, the reduced CBM grading also decreases the collection efficiency in QNR and results in a decreased g c (V mpp ) (Fig. 10(b) ). Because the V oc /A improvement is over the g c (V mpp ) degradation, an increased FF from sample A to sample D is resulted. For sample E, both the increased F Ga and front sulfur-gradient can improve the V oc / A. Nonetheless, the high F Ga and sulfur-gradient form a detrimental bandgap grading to deteriorate the carrier collection in QNR, which causes severe g c (V mpp ) drop by relative À16% (Fig. 10(b) ). Because the g c (V mpp ) drop prevails over the V oc /A improvement, FF of sample E shows a considerable deterioration by relative À10% (Fig. 6(b) ). Therefore, sample E shows much lower conversion efficiency even with the highest V oc Â J sc (23.2 mW/cm 2 ). In conclusion, the trade-off between SCR recombination and QNR carrier collection, which can be affected by varied F Ga and front sulfurgradients, dominates the optimal FF and thus the conversion efficiency.
C. Co-optimization of the gallium and sulfur gradients
In this experiment, flatter gallium profiles can significantly improve the V oc Â J sc but also may induce the synergistic effect with high sulfur-gradient to causes severe g c (V mpp ) drop. Therefore, co-optimization of gallium and sulfur gradients in the absorber formation process plays an important role in producing high-efficiency CIGSeS solar cell. For the quantitative investigation, device performances are simulated for varied F Ga with two kinds of sulfurgradients, S U and S L . In these devices, the elemental concentration is kept the same, and the gradient is varied. For the gallium profiles, F Ga varied from 0% to 90% under a fixed GGI avg ¼ 0.26. For the sulfur profiles, there are two kinds of gradients, S U and S L . In Fig. 11(a) , g(S U ) and g(S L ) represent conversion efficiency with S U and S L sulfur-gradients, respectively. g avg is defined as the average efficiency of g(S U ) and g(S L ). Dg is defined as the half of efficiency difference between g(S U ) and g(S L ). Conversion efficiency distribution due to the sulfur gradient variation can be described as g avg 6 Dg.
As discussed above, the conversion efficiency is determined by the trend of FF. When F Ga < 20%, an increased sulfur-gradient can improve efficiency because the improvement of V oc Â J sc is more significant than the FF loss (Figs. 11(b) and 11(c)). When F Ga > 20%, g c (V mpp ) significantly decreases from S L to S U due to the synergistic effect of high F Ga and sulfur-gradient (Fig. 10(b) ). Consequently, higher sulfur-gradient causes severe FF drop and lower efficiency especially for high F Ga (Figs. 11(a) and 11(c) ). In Fig. 11(a) , F Ga ¼ 20% shows zero performance difference to sulfurgradient variation. For F Ga > 20%, the efficiency-difference Dg by sulfur-gradient increases with increased F Ga . Moreover, the optimal F Ga also shifts toward a lower value as sulfur-gradient increases from S L to S U , which indicates that higher F Ga needs lower sulfur-gradient and vice versa. To approach the maximum efficiency, the parameter F Ga should be increased to !50% under the controlled sulfurgradient (SS 20% and D P ! 15%). This reveals that a higher efficiency can be achieved by flatter gallium profile with lower sulfur gradient, which corresponds to the experimental results in this work.
In selenized absorbers, gallium atoms tend to accumulate at the back-side, which needs higher sulfurincorporation to improve the gallium-diffusion for the higher V oc . However, sulfur-incorporation should be kept at low level to avoid "over-sulfuration" effect. In this work, varied gallium gradients of the selenized absorber are explored under low sulfur-incorporation. The experiment shows that the high F Ga absorber can significantly improve the cell efficiency with proper sulfur-gradient. Through characterization and simulation, it can be understood that a low sulfurgradient is preferred for reducing the carrier collection loss for high F Ga absorbers. With the consideration of the Ga-S interaction, lower H 2 S/N 2 concentration and longer sulfuration time should be considered in practice to reduce the sulfur-gradient, which can further enhance efficiency gain of high F Ga absorbers.
D. The high-efficiency gallium profile with robustness against sulfur-gradient variation
Compound absorber typically shows a compositional variation as a function of depth, e.g., gradients of gallium and sulfur. The amount of Ga and S present in the CIGSeS absorber directly affects the bandgap and hence the device efficiency. In production, process variation is unavoidable, and the sensitivity of performance to variation should be factored in device optimization. For CIGSeS graded bandgap devices, even a small fluctuation on Ga or S can lead to an unacceptable bandgap profiling and thus the variability in conversion efficiency. In some cases, an optimal composition profiling for the highest conversion efficiency may not be practical for mass-production due to the high sensitivity to process variation. In our absorber formation technology, gallium-gradient controlled by N 2 annealing step shows lower variation as compared with the sulfur-gradient, which can be affected by H 2 S gas reaction and Ga-S interaction effect. Therefore, in pursuit of high production efficiency, FIG. 11 . Simulated device performance vs. F Ga with S U and S L sulfur-gradients: (a) conversion efficiency g (b) V oc Â J sc , and (c) FF. The GGI avg of simulated devices is kept at 0.26. g(S U ) and g(S L ) represent efficiency with S U and S L sulfur-gradients, respectively. g avg is defined as the average efficiency of g(S U ) and g(S L ). Dg is defined as the half of efficiency difference between g(S U ) and g(S L ). Efficiency distribution by the variation of sulfurgradients can be described as g avg 6 Dg.
optimal Ga-profile with sulfur-variation aware design should be considered.
Generally speaking, process variation of sulfur-gradient is expected even in a state-of-the-art CIGSeS production line. The possible variation is assumed to be bounded by the S U and S L sulfur-gradients. Here Dg < 0.3% is assumed as the requirement for high manufacturing yield. As shown in Fig.  11(a) , Dg by sulfur-gradient variation is larger than 0.3% for devices with F Ga > 50%, and it increases with increasing F Ga due to the aforementioned synergistic effect. Thus, F Ga > 50% is not a viable choice for manufacturing due to its high sensitivity to sulfur-gradient variation. As far as a high manufacturing yield is concerned, the Ga-profile with F Ga ¼ 50% is regarded as the optimal design which achieves the best efficiency distribution 16.8 6 0.3% for the case of GGI avg ¼ 0.26.
The proposed TCAD modeling provides reliable predictions on the complicated interactions between composition gradients, device performances, and variability. Through the TCAD modeling, vast process parameters can be pre-screened to offer a path-finding function. Here varied Ga-profiles are explored to seek further efficiency improvement. Device performances are simulated for varied Ga-profiles with two kinds of sulfur profiles (S L and S U ). The corresponding maps of Dg and g avg are shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) , respectively. Varied Ga-profiles are defined by F Ga parameters and GGI avg ratios. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , Dg is larger than 0.3% for F Ga > 50%. This is because Dg c (V mpp ) from the sulfurgradient variation is more severe as F Ga increases. For devices with overly steep Ga-profiles (F Ga < 10%), DV oc is sensitive to the E g variation in SCR. In GIGSeS material system (Fig. 9) , the E g dependence on S/(Se þ S) ratio is larger as Ga/(Ga þ In) ratio increases. The dependence leads to worse Dg for overly steep Ga-profiles as GGI avg ratio increases. As a result, the window of high manufacturing yield (Dg < 0.3%) becomes narrowed as GGI avg increases.
From the viewpoint of bandgap engineering, the increased E g,min with an optimal CBM grading allows us to improve the conversion efficiency along with robustness against sulfur-induced performance variability. For the absorber with overly flat (F Ga > 90%) and steep (F Ga < 10%) Ga-profiles, only an increase in GGI avg does not bring appreciable improvement on g avg but causes much worse Dg as shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) . This reflects the uncontrollable efficiency variability on these approaches because of the non-optimized Ga-profile to sulfur-variation. It is also seen from Figs. 11 and 12 that the modulation of F Ga can lead to significant efficiency gain without losing performance stability. This point has been verified based on our experiments that an efficiency improvement from 15.4% (sample A) to 17.1% (sample D) for the case of GGI avg ¼ 0.26 is achieved by an increased F Ga from 0% to 50%. Even more promisingly, a high-efficiency Ga-profile with robustness against sulfur-gradient variation is presented in Fig. 12(b) . It indicates a pathway toward 20 6 0.15% conversion efficiency distribution within high yield window. A further efficiency improvement of relative þ19% can be achieved by an increased GGI avg ratio to the range of 0.55-0.60 and decreased F Ga to 40%. The modulation of both GGI avg ratio and F Ga leads to the improved bandgap profiling with greater tolerance to the sulfur-gradient variation. This also reveals that the optimal gallium profiling can contribute considerable manufacturing efficiency enhancement of a state-of-the-art CIGSeS production line. Moreover, it should be noted that performance sensitivity to F Ga variation becomes higher with an increased GGI avg ratio (Fig. 12(b) ), which indicates that the process controllability in gallium-gradient is the most critical factor as approaching the higher efficiency.
Based on the simulated results, a V oc saturation problem is observed if GGI avg ratio is larger than 0.6 due to the increased recombination at the absorber/buffer interface, which is caused by near-zero or negative conduction band offset (cliff-like junction) at wide bandgaps. Such behavior has been observed experimentally in wide bandgap Cu(In , Ga)Se 2 devices and related discussion can be found in Refs. [53] [54] [55] [56] . From the viewpoint of band alignment, sulfur-incorporation in the surface region of Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 devices can reduce V oc saturation behavior at wider bandgaps because a part of bandgap widening is in the valence band. 53 This feature allows a wide bandgap Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 device to have higher efficiency headroom than the reported Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 devices. [53] [54] [55] [56] Besides, the influence of high gallium content in CIGSeS crystalline quality is unknown and needs further studies when we are approaching the high efficient Ga-profile.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, the co-optimization of gallium and sulfur gradients in penternary Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S) 2 thin film solar cell and their impacts on performance and variability are investigated experimentally and theoretically. An absorber formation method to modulate gallium profile under low sulfurincorporation is disclosed. Flatter gallium profiles are demonstrated to provide a significant efficiency gain with improved V oc Â J sc , which is attributed to better matching between the bandgap profiling and the solar spectrum. An optimal Ga-profile achieving 17.1% conversion efficiency (V oc ¼ 668 mV, J sc ¼ 34.9 mA/cm 2 , and FF ¼ 73.6%) on a 30 cm Â 30 cm sub-module without anti-reflection coating (ARC) is presented. Detailed film analysis and numerical simulation are performed to disclose the underlying physics of empirical observations.
Voltage-dependence on carrier collection for varied front-to-back Ga ratio (F Ga ) and front sulfur-gradients is investigated through photocurrent characteristics measurement and device simulation. It is concluded that the conduction-band grading by an increased F Ga and front sulfur gradient is detrimental to the collection of photogenerated electrons. With an increased F Ga , insufficient back grading of CBM reduces carrier collection efficiency, especially in QNR. The increased front sulfur-gradient also deteriorates QNR carrier collection due to the increased front energy barrier across the absorber/buffer interface. A synergistic effect of these two factors is found to incur severe g c (V mpp ) loss, which can deteriorate FF and therefore the conversion efficiency.
Influences of varied F Ga and front sulfur-gradients on carrier recombination are also investigated for CIGSeS solar cell with graded bandgap structure. Experiments reveal that the recombination current in these devices is dominated by the recombination paths in SCR. The bandgap and band grading in SCR can be tuned by varied F Ga and front sulfurgradient, and consequently diode quality is affected. An increased F Ga gives rise to a decreased recombination rate in SCR by wider E g and a shift of recombination path toward QNR by decreased conduction-band grading. The combination of such effects increases V oc and decreases ideal factor toward A ¼ 1. The same effects on V oc and A can be resulted from the aid of front sulfur-gradient because SCR recombination can be further suppressed.
A clear physical picture is therefore presented to understand the complex trade-off between SCR recombination and QNR carrier collection, which is affected by the gallium and sulfur gradients. Our interpretation can successfully address the empirical observations that cannot be explained by standard solar circuit model, which includes the puzzling trend of FF, distortion of illuminated J-V curves, and voltagedependent photocurrent characteristics. Additionally, the cooptimization of gallium and sulfur-gradient is further investigated. The experimental and simulation results show that a flatter gallium profile with lower sulfur gradient is a key factor in achieving high-efficiency CIGSeS solar cell. The gallium-flattening provides a different approach as compared with the case of Ga-accumulation by SAS method. For further process tuning of this work, lower H 2 S/N 2 concentration and longer sulfuration time should be considered to reduce sulfur-gradient, which can further reduce carrier collection loss for efficiency improvement.
Performance variability induced by sulfur-gradient variation is also studied through compact device modeling, which shows reliable predictions on the complex interactions between composition gradients, performances, and variability. A gallium profiling guideline for suppressing sulfur-induced variability is proposed. It is suggested that gallium profiles with F Ga > 50% are not suitable for mass-production because of their high-performance sensitivity to sulfur-gradient variation. This is because Dg c (V mpp ) from sulfur variation is worse as F Ga increases. Additionally, sulfur-induced efficiency variability becomes worse as the averaged GGI ratio (GGI avg ) increases, especially for the overly flat (F Ga > 90%) and overly steep (F Ga < 10%) cases. The presented results indicate that sulfur-gradient variation is critical for the conversion efficiency distribution of a state-of-the-art CIGSeS production line. The headroom for further efficiency improvement is studied through exploring varied gallium profiling under different sulfur-gradients. Finally, 20 6 0.15% conversion efficiency distribution is reached by an optimal gallium profile with an averaged GGI ratio (GGI avg ) of 0.55-0.60 and frontto-back Ga ratio (F Ga ) of 40%. This optimal gallium profile also leads to greater tolerance to the sulfur-gradient variation of surface S/(Se þ S) ¼ 19%-30% and normalized penetration depth ¼ 11%-18%.
